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Coach Jose Mourinho hurriedly made an explanation while praising Son Heung-min. 

 

Tottenham won the English Premier League (EPL) 3-0 in the 2020-2021 season home game

against Leeds United at Tottenham Hotspur Stadium in London, England on the 2nd (Korea

time). Tottenham (point 29) recently broke a four-game draw (two draws and two losses) and

jumped to third place. 

 

 

The few pleasures of the Qatar Hotel were 'Korean food.' Before leaving the country, I knew

about the Korean restaurant near the hotel. (Kim Kwang-guk), CEO of the restaurant, also

generously provided special food expenses to boost the morale. I often ordered kimchi stew

and bulgogi, and I really liked foreign players such as Junio. Once, Lee Chung-yong asked

for a special bulgogi meal, and I remember receiving a Kakao Talk message saying, "I

enjoyed it" right after the meal." Lee Chung-yong is a player who can express his gratitude.

"The players are living comfortably because my brother is doing well," he said. I felt

rewarded. Sometimes when I was tired and thought, "Who am I working for?" when I heard

such a word, I decided to do better. 

 

 

The most amazing thing was the process of this victory. In a situation where the team can be

shaken, it has become one with a goal of a beautiful finish. Some players have their

contracts terminated, some have already been transferred...At some point, the number of

players talking on the phone (with the agent) in the hotel hallway increased. Nevertheless,

the most important thing was now, here, this member. Lee Keun-ho, Park Joo-ho, and Lee

Chung-yong also said, "Let's have fun here whether we go together next year or not." Even if

we don`t win, we just have to do our best.  "Even if I leave, I won't be able to come back as a

member." I think I enjoyed soccer itself. The victory continued every three days as everyone

enjoyed it without any burden, and the atmosphere naturally improved. Even if they made a

mistake, they said, "It's okay!" They encouraged each other. I meant it, not words. VAR's luck

has followed, but none of us think so. This happy ending is the result of emptying and

enjoying, efforts and skills that have not given up. 

 

 

The Asan Indoor Gymnasium held a match between KB Kookmin Bank, KB Kookmin Bank,

Reeve and Mobile Women's Basketball, Woori Bank and Busan BNK on the 3rd. 
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